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J.F.Penn - Author The Creative Penn Ltd

Over 55,000 copies sold
Represented by Irene 
Goodman Agency NYC

* Multimedia 
courses

* Non-fiction

* Live workshops/ 
speaking

* Consulting

Left day-job as IT consultant in Sept 2011. 
50% income book sales. 



Writing for the sake of writing is 
fantastic!

But we’re talking about 
publishing globally, 

being read and selling 
books, running a 

business and making 
good money!

Self publishing or 
indie author? 



(1) Know yourself, your book and 
your audience 

* Know yourself. 
What’s your definition of success? 
What’s your goal for this book and 
your future as an author?
Are you in this for the long haul or is 
this one book everything to you?
How hard are you willing to work? 

* Know your book and your 
audience. 
Read widely & deeply in your genre
Do extensive research on ‘comps’ 
Understand the expectations of the 
reader & make them happy 



(2) Use ebooks and print on demand. 
* Global sales 

* Lower cost of entry & higher profit
* No stock so no hassle with 

shipping 
* Only do a large print run if you 

have distribution 



(3) Use professionals (just like trad pub!)

* Use professional 
freelance editors

* Use professional 
freelance cover designers

* Use professional services 
if you want (BUT beware 

of the over-pricers & 
scams)
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You

Customer 

Book 

* Articles/blog
* Social
* PR
* Speaking
* Search

* Amazon/ Kindle /
Nook/Kobo etc
* Browsing lists 
* Algorithms
* Bookstores  

Sale / Relationship 

People will find your book in two ways 



(4) Learn about marketing
* Agents & publishers want you to 

know this too! 

* Focus on a one area at a time. 
Don’t get ‘shiny object syndrome’. 

* Make sure it’s long-term & 
sustainable. Plus - start an email 

list now!

* Network with other authors to 
learn from what works



(5) Keywords, Algorithms, Metadata
* You can never sell as many 
books as Amazon/Kobo etc 

can!

* Optimize your book title, 
description and meta-data 
keywords - particularly for 

non-fiction

* Reviews 
* Sales 

* Ranking over time
* Likes 



(6) If you want to make a living from 
this, write more books

* Authors with multiple, good 
quality books in a genre that 

people buy a lot of are making 
very good money self-publishing

* Recent print only deals with 
Hugh Howey & Colleen Hoover

* Hybrid authors - combining 
trad deals with self-publishing 

for best of both worlds.   

Source: Wall Street Journal
http://on.wsj.com/YG0IBh

Self published sales: 
Over 1.5 million

Self published sales: 
2.8 million

Self published sales: 
1.2 million

Self published sales: 
400,000

http://on.wsj.com/YG0IBh
http://on.wsj.com/YG0IBh
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Hugh Howey: 
Indie author: $150,000 

per month in ebook 
sales. Sold print rights 

only to Simon & 
Schuster. 

Film rights optioned by 
Ridley Scott. 

Self-publishing doesn’t kill your chances of a traditional 
deal. In fact, these days it can be a faster route than 

the slush pile! 
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Hybrid Model. It’s not an either-or choice anymore

* Decide PER PROJECT which 
might be the best route for your 

book. Empowerment of the 
author as the centre of the 

model. 

* A third of traditionally published 
authors are interested in self-

publishing their next book, 
according to a new survey from 
Digital Book World and Writer’s 

Digest.

http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2012/07/30/literary-agent/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2012/04/26/traditional-self-publishing-not-mutually-exclusive/

http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2012/07/30/literary-agent/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2012/07/30/literary-agent/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2012/04/26/traditional-self-publishing-not-mutually-exclusive/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2012/04/26/traditional-self-publishing-not-mutually-exclusive/
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* Creative expression. 

* Empowerment of the 
author. 

* A viable income through 
global technologies.

* Connection with an 
audience. 

 
What are you waiting for?



Need more help?
150+ episodes 

www.TheCreativePenn.com/
podcasts/

or on iTunes 
‘The Creative Penn’

http://www.TheCreativePenn.com/resources/

Slides: 
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/guardian-selfpublish/

http://www.thecreativepenn.com/podcasts/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/podcasts/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/podcasts/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/podcasts/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/resources/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/resources/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/zurich/
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/zurich/

